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Synopsis: Before My World Turned Blue
~ Tess Rider
2 Line Summary:
BEFORE MY WORLD TURNED BLUE is a paranormal time travel romance about two starcrossed lovers whose affair could change the future of planet Earth. Atmospheric,
sensual and full of mystery, it’s the second in a series about a small town turned
gateway to an apocalyptic ghost war and the men and women on the front lines fighting
to save humanity from extinction.

Medium synopsis:

A Heart Locked in a Gilded Cage
Ruby Radley is desperate to escape the fate her step-grandmother has in store for her –
marriage to a hateful man who will curb her freedom and run her family’s empire as her
step-grandmother’s proxy. Her heart has always belonged to someone else, the wrong
boy from the wrong side of the tracks. With nowhere else to turn, Ruby makes a deal
with the ghost of a powerful witch and discovers untold inner power. But can she
master it, or will the thrill of power consume her?
A Soul Trapped by Fate
Justin Wyatt is destined for the battlefields of World War Two, but the night before he
leaves for basic training he has the adventure of a lifetime, starting with the arrival of
Ruby Radley at his favorite bar and ending with a battle to save his soul. Justin will do
anything to win the heart of the girl he’s loved all his life, but will it be enough to
transform both their fates? When a time traveling detective from the future and two
meddling ghosts get involved, the future is up for grabs. Can Ruby and Justin seize it in
time?

Long synopsis:
The Haunted Hollow ~ Book Two
What if the impossible was just a kiss away?
Long before she became the witch of the Haunted Hollow, Ruby Radley was just a girl in
love with the wrong boy. Step into the past and find out if Ruby is doomed to become
the terrifying Scheherazade or if, with a little help from unexpected places, she can
change her destiny.

It’s 1942 and Ruby, a beautiful heiress to a massive family fortune and the stepgranddaughter of a powerful necromancer, has no say in man she marries. She’d tried
sabotage, prayer, even charms and hexes and nothing has succeeded in preventing her
impending marriage to a man she hates. Secretly in love with town outcast, Justin Wyatt,
Ruby finally turns to morally ambiguous shadow magic in a desperate attempt to rewrite
her fate. But all magic has a price.
Justin Wyatt knows he has no chance with a girl like Ruby and is headed off to war with
nothing to come home to. Until Ruby turns a farewell with friends into the most
incredible night of his life. And the strangest. When a time traveling detective from the
future and two meddling ghosts get involved, who knows how events will unfold this
time. What price is Ruby willing to pay and how far is Justin willing to go for love?

Points of Interest about Before My World Turned Blue:
1. Before My World Turned Blue was heavily influenced by my interest in AfroCaribbean religions, my love of Dr. Who (favorite Doctor: David Tennent) and a
desire to reimagine what a ghost story can be.
2. I travelled all over California doing research for the Haunted Hollow series,
including tracking down ghost towns, visiting the still impressive Empire Gold
Mine in Grass Valley and sampling the delicious wines of Sonoma County.
3. Before My World Turned Blue takes place in late September. It and the entire
series is an homage to my love of autumn, Halloween (October 31) and the Days
of the Dead (November 1 & 2).
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